An automated on-demand liquid marble generator based on electrohydrodynamic pulling.
Liquid marble is a recently emerging digital microfluidic platform with a wide range of applications. Conventional liquid marbles are synthesized by coating liquid droplets with a thin layer of hydrophobic powder. Existing and emerging applications of liquid marbles require a contamination-free synthesis of liquid marbles with a high degree of reproducibility of their volume. Despite this requirement, the synthesis of liquid marbles has been still carried out manually. Manual production of liquid marbles leads to inconsistent volume and the possibility of contamination. The synthesis of liquid marbles with submicroliter volume is difficult to achieve and prone to large errors. This paper discusses the design and development of the first automated on-demand liquid marble generator with submicroliter capability. The device utilizes electrohydrodynamic pulling of liquid droplets on to a hydrophobic powder bed and subsequently coats them with the hydrophobic powder to synthesize liquid marbles of a desired volume.